How familiar are you with innovative solutions in TM:

- Real-time mobility dashboards
- Open transportation data
- City and private partner cooperations
- Data marketplaces
The TMaaS experiment in 4 cities

- Project Lead partner: City of Ghent (LINK.gent)
- Replicator City Duran
- Replicator City Southwark
- Replicator City Antwerp
LINK.gent

→ Goal: Inform citizens and visitors better before starting their trip
→ Solution: Multi-modal dashboard
→ Personal notifications, map, mobility profile
Duran

- Goal: optimise the bus service in Duran
- TMaaS Solution: Public Transport Fleet viewer
Southwark

→ Goal: Shift to real-time traffic management
→ TMaaS Solution: Real-time mobility dashboard
Antwerp

→ Goal: Add multimodal route suggestions to Slim naar Antwerpen
→ TMaaS Solution: Integration of TMaaS Triggers & Notifications modules
Which city case do you find most interesting?

1st | Ghent

2nd | Duran

3rd | Southwark

4th | Antwerp
Adoption Potential Survey

what is the market potential for the solutions developed by TMaaS

Take the survey

Would your city be interested in TMaaS - https://bit.ly/3fDNRgG